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Abstract
Quantum computers exploit the phenomenon of quantum superposition, or the counterintuitive ability of small
particles to inhabit contradictory physical states at the same time. An electron, for instance, can be said to be
in more than one location simultaneously, or to have both of two opposed magnetic orientations. Where a bit
in a conventional computer can represent zero or one, a qubit can represent zero, one, or both at the same
time. It’s the ability of strings of qubits to simultaneously explore multiple solutions to a problem that
promises computational speedups.
Diamond-defect qubits result from the combination of “vacancies,” which are locations in the diamond’s
crystal lattice where there should be a carbon atom but there isn’t one, and “dopants,” like nitrogen atoms
placed in direct neighborhood to the vacancy. Together, the dopant and the vacancy create a donor-vacancy
center, which has a free electron associated with it. The electrons magnetic orientation, or spin, which can be
in superposition, constitutes the qubit. Donor-vacancy centers in diamond potentially can work at room
temperature and are therefore considered a very attractive technology for building quantum networks. The
biggest drawback to donor-vacancy centers in diamond is the difficulty of fabrication. Researchers either look
for naturally-occurring defects in diamond, or fire atoms at a piece of diamond at high energy, creating
defects in modulation doped lattice. We review the remarkable progress made in the past years in controlling
electrons, atomic nuclei, and light at the single-quantum level in diamond. We also discuss prospects and
challenges for the use of donor-vacancy centers in future quantum technologies.
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Abstract
Imagine a Hearing Instrument (HI) which disappears in your ear, is comfortable to be worn 7 * 24, packed
with bio-sensors, Artificial Intelligence and Connectivity. What could it mean for you and what could it mean
for our society and healthcare systems? - The possibilities of such HIs are almost unlimited. They range from
consumer functions already known today like handsfree telephony, music streaming, voice over internet,
“personal butler” (like Alexa or Siri to go), instant translation all the way to the most advanced medical
services.
Eriksholm has - together with a European research consortium – just finished a very successful Horizon
2020 project, where some of the almost infinite applications of EEG sensors integrated into a hearing
Instrument have been proven. Imagine a HI which reads your mind and intuitively does what you want!
And this is only the very beginning of an exciting journey fueled by more and more powerful silicon engines.
In our labs you can see experimental versions with build in infrared sensors, so called ppg, as well as
motion-, temperature or skin-resistance-sensors. Artificial intelligence will bind all these sensors together and
create a so called “sensor fusion” which allows completely new Hearing Healthcare solutions, but also an
almost infinite amount of general healthcare solutions.
Global healthcare services are looking into exploding costs, driven by an aging population and increased
patient expectations. The solution to this global challenge is prevention. It is all about early detection of
diseases allowing for (cost) effect early treatment. Imagine how much healthcare systems will save, when we
are able e.g. to avoid just a few percentage points of dementia cases due to early detection and treatment! The Hearing Instruments of the future will be a central element of the solution.
For the hearing instrument industry the best is yet to come!
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Abstract
The demand for deep learning and statistical inference is driving the hardware industry towards Machine
Learning (ML)-specialized hardware. Conventional solutions for efficient computation of ML-based tasks are
based on GPU architectures possibly with specialization for ML, heterogeneous system level integration with
CPU and FPGA, and full ASIC implementations. We propose system-technology co-optimization: the cooptimization of algorithm, architecture, circuit and novel devices in a single framework to develop optimized
technology for Machine Learning.
Energy-efficiency of ML hardware implementations is a key target. In many embedded applications it is not
possible, due to energy and latency constraints, to use cloud-based ML implementations. Data analysis at
the source of the data, provides the opportunity to embed intelligence in the devices, avoiding the need to
send raw data to the cloud for analysis, and in this way obtain vastly more energy efficient and low latency
solutions for truly smart devices.
In this presentation, we will discuss the following topics:
Novel technology solutions (memory and logic devices) that are optimized for executing ML inference
algorithm in the hardware.
Co-optimization of ML algorithm and system architecture to reduce the memory bottleneck and power
consumption, allow for a minimization of required memory space and minimize the occupied silicon area (i.e.
chip cost) while maintaining target accuracy, latency and throughput.
Development of prototype silicon to showcase the capability of the proposed approaches on industrystandard benchmarks for Machine Learning.
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Abstract
We have put a multidisciplinary and multi institutions team which gathers quantum physicists, integration and
devices engineers, circuit designers and quantum information engineers. We want to build a quantum
processor. We are aiming at delivering prototypes with a 100 qubits within 6 years and at having identified
the key scientific and roadblocks for scaling up.
Quantum computing is expected to extend the high performance computing roadmap at the condition to be
able to run a large number of errorless quantum operations, typically over a billion. It is out of reach in actual
physical systems because of the quantum decoherence. Therefore, quantum error correction techniques,
which utilize the idea of redundant encoding combined with entanglement, have been introduced to cure for
the errors. They come with an overhead in terms of qubits which induce a potential need for millions of
qubits.
Because of these large numbers of operations and physical qubits, Si-based QC appears as a promising
approach to build a quantum processor; thanks to the size of the qubits, the quality of the quantum gates and
the VLSI ability to fabricate billions of closely identical objects. The quality of Si spin qubits has improved
very fast with the introduction of isotopically purified 28Si, as observed by multiple research groups. In this
presentation, we will discuss the architectures to design a large scale quantum computer based on Si spin
qubits and we will review their pros and cons regarding variability assumptions and technological
achievements.
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Abstract
We create ambipolar quantum dots in planar silicon nanoscale transistors. We first investigate the conformity
of Al, Ti and Pd nanoscale gates by means of transmission electron microscopy [1]. Next we define lowdisorder electron quantum dots with Pd gates [2], and depletion-mode hole quantum dots in undoped silicon
[3]. For the latter we use fixed charge in a SiO2/Al2O3 dielectric stack to induce a 2DHG at the Si/SiO 2
interface. The depletion-mode design avoids complex multilayer architectures requiring precision alignment
and allows directly adopting best practices already developed for depletion dots in other material systems.
Finally, I will show ambipolar charge sensing: we have fabricated a single-electron transistor next to a singlehole transistor, and tuned both quantum dots to simultaneously sense charge transitions of the other
quantum dot. Using active charge sensing the single-hole transistor can detect the few-charge regime in the
electron quantum dot.
[1] P. C. Spruijtenburg et al., Nanotechnology, (2018).
[2] M. Brauns et al., Scientific Reports 8, 5690, (2018).
[3] S. V. Amitonov et al., Applied Physics Letters 112, 023102 (2018).
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Abstract
In this presentation we will present most recent technological advances in neuromorphic computing and their
readiness to serve energy efficient artificial intelligence applications from Cloud to the Edge, with emphasis
on Edge AI applications and challenges. We will particularly present progress in memristive and phasechange technologies for neuromorphic devices and system archhitectures, in comparison with CMOS
implementations. We will address questions such as : (1) will spike-based neuromorphic systems be more
successful than the artificial neural networks and (2) can they really be much faster and more efficient than
biology? We will outline trends and challenges in the path towards successful implementations of learning
systems that could be ubiquitously deployed for a large variety of cognitive computing and sensing at the
Edge.
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